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he past brought us to what we are today; and what we do today determines
what we become tomorrow.

In late 1995, during the peak of mass recruitment of personnel for a US$4 Billion+ mega telecom project in
Saudi Arabia, the two assistants of the International Human Resource (IHR) department went on leave on
the same day. The department practically stood still for a day and everyone was helpless because only the
two assistants were knowledgeable about the full operations of IHR. The lesson learned: document your
procedures.

This article illustrates the significance and essence of knowing, learning and understanding to individuals
and organizations using a simple yet powerful model—the continuum of understanding—depicted by Figure
1.

First, let us have a working definition of knowledge. “Knowledge means,” quotes Ajam of Merriam-Webster,
“what is or can be known by an individual or by mankind.”1

Using the model in Figure 1, Clark writes: “One gains knowledge through context (experiences) and
understanding.

Fig. 1: The Continuum of Understanding. (Printed with permission.)
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The greater one understands the subject matter, the more
one is able to weave past experiences (context) into new
knowledge by absorbing, doing, interacting, and
reflecting.

Thus, understanding is a continuum quotes, Clark of
Cleveland (1982).

• Data comes about through research, creation,
gathering, and discovery.

• Data is turned into information by organizing it so
that we can easily draw conclusions. Data is also
turned into information by ‘presenting’ it, such as
making it visual or auditory.

• Knowledge has the complexity of experience, which
come about by seeing it from different perspectives
… Knowledge is built from scratch by the learner
through experience. Information is static, but
knowledge is dynamic as it lives within us.

• Wisdom is the ultimate level of understanding …
[it] operates within us. We can share our experiences
that create the building blocks for wisdom.

Data and information deal with the past. They are based
on the gathering of facts and adding context. Knowledge
deals with the present. It becomes a part of us and enables
[us] to perform. However, when we gain wisdom, we start
dealing with the future as we are now able to vision and
design for what will be, rather than for what is or was.”2

On the other hand, “context shapes our perception and
interpretation of meaning … The context axis … has a
beginning and an end described below:

• Gathering of parts: To form a structure or meaning,
there must be parts. These parts are composed of
bits of data.

• Connecting of parts: To start giving meaning to the
parts (data), we arrange them into a presentation,
such as text or speech.

• Formation of a whole: To become ‘whole,’ deeper
contexts or ‘complexity’ is added to it. This addition
provides the person with experience. Thus,
knowledge is gained through experience.

• Joining of wholes: Wisdom has a number or ‘wholes’
or ‘patterns.’ These patterns allow the person to join
the various ‘wholes’ that can be used in novel ways.

Thus, if you do not gather enough ‘parts’, you have
nonsense. And too many ‘parts’ coming in at once create
noise.”3

Webster has various definitions of the word
“understanding”:

• to grasp the meaning of
• to interpret in one or a number of possible ways
• to have the power of comprehension
• to believe or infer something to be the case

The continuum of understanding model can be applied
to every individual and to all organizations.

On an individual level, all knowing, learning and
understanding emanate from the five human sense
organs—sight, touch, audition (hearing), olfaction (smell)
and taste. These sense organs serve as carriers of data to
the brain’s central nervous system for processing in what
is known as perception.

Before a boy of three goes to school for the first time, he
has already known, learned and understood many things
in life. He avoids the flame of a candle because he was
told it is hot and could hurt him. But most probably, he
could have experienced being burned. When he behaves,
he gets a reward. When he goes to bed, he wears
appropriate clothes and feels comfortable in sleep. Thus,
he avoids pain and seeks pleasure and comfort.

The family is the first school of an individual and usually
his first teachers are his parents. The second teacher is
the society (with all its control mechanisms) and the third
is experience. Experience is the best teacher to an
individual because it always goes with him—providing
him with the most accurate feedback or reminder. Nature
is the supreme judge of all with its laws.

Society, with its various institutions—family,
governmental, educational, health, business, among
other—educates and trains its populace. It also facilitates
the fulfillment of man’s deepest social needs, like, love
and belongingness.

As one accumulates age, he learns to see different shades
of gray. He also learns to tolerate frustration and change.
He now understands life, others and himself—
consequently, accepting of what he is but not what he
thinks should be, was, or have been. He has become a
wiser person each day as his sun sets in the horizon.

According to Carl Rogers, a prominent American
psychologist, there are “two types of learning: cognitive
(meaningless) and experiential (significant). The former
corresponds to academic knowledge such as learning
vocabulary or multiplication tables and the latter refers
to applied knowledge such as learning about engines in
order to repair a car … experiential learning addresses
the needs and wants of the learner … [examples of] these
qualities of experiential learning [are]: personal
involvement [and] self-initiated.”4

Another way of acquiring knowledge is by attending
seminars after leaving the university and subsequently
being employed. We develop skills through training in
our employment. Our demonstrated competency is the
“sum of knowledge, skills, attitude, and experience”5 over
many years of work life.

The Essence of Knowing, Learning & Understanding...
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Every organization has a management system—formal
or informal; documented or not. Likewise, every
organization has certain procedures—again, documented
or not. And attached to these procedures are usually forms.

These seemingly insignificant forms serve as the
foundation of almost all management information. When
used, they generate records that show, e.g., proof to the
implementation of a certain business process. Almost all
organizational knowing, learning and understanding
emanate from the information derived from these records
out of using the said forms.

Let us suppose that Figure 2 reflects the organizational
structure of a projectized company. How would the head
of the HRM department know about the total manpower
utilized for a particular month with corresponding
chargeable man-hours? Through an official report. A
report is based on classified records, which become
official with the signature of the people who prepared,
reviewed, and approved it. The result is information.
When the report is circulated to its intended recipients
(receivers), two possible circumstances happen. First,

When an individual enlists himself in a workforce, he becomes a useful member of society. In return, society rewards
his social life by enabling him to become a knowing, learning and understanding being.

Figure 2 illustrates the foundations of organizational knowing, learning and understanding based on the continuum of
understanding shown in Figure 1.

when the recipient acknowledges receipt and
understanding of the content or message of the report,
then communication of the report was a success. Second,
if the recipient acknowledges receipt of the report but
did not understand the content or message of the report,
then communication of the report was a failure. The report
was useless and irrelevant to the intended receiver.
Knowledge (of the report’s contents) was not acquired.

Communication, as a system, is a tool necessary to acquire
and transfer knowledge. It requires a transmitter and a
receiver. The intended message should be coded
accordingly by the transmitter in such a way that the
receiver should be able to decode and understand it.
Another component of the communication system is a
medium, e.g., report. If one of the components of the
communication system is absent, communication fails.
For example, communication between a Saudi and a non
Saudi national in Saudi Arabia would be very difficult or
impossible if both individuals do not know a common
language, like, English. Neither will understand each
other.

Fig. 2: The foundations of organizational knowing, learning and understanding.
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Let’s get back to the head of the HRM department above
and suppose further that the report was circulated to and
understood by all the intended recipients. In this case, all
the recipients of the HRM report learned something about
one aspect of the company on that particular moment only,
however. And if all the functional departments of the
organization do the same as what HRM department did,
then the entire organization learns about the total operation
of the company.

When the top management of the organization is fed with
timely and factual information, its confidence in making
critical decisions is reinforced. In this way, project
decision-makers become wiser as they traverse the path
toward project completion.

The PMBOK 2000 states: “Project Communications
Management includes the processes required to ensure
timely and appropriate generation, collection,
dissemination, storage, and ultimate disposition of project
information. It provides the critical links among people,
ideas, and information that are necessary for success.”6

As a project manager, have you ever been a witness to
continued confusion among personnel and functional
departments because of lack of communication,
cooperation and coordination?

The PMBOK 2000 further states: “Everyone involved in
the project must be prepared to send and [to] receive
communications, and must understand how the
communications in which they are involved as individuals
affect the project as a whole.”
“Organizations with the best chance to succeed and thrive
in the future are learning organizations,” writes
Heathfield.7

Heathfield cites Peter Senge’s book, The Fifth Discipline:
The Art and Practice of the Learning Organization (1994)
where Senge defines the learning organization. Heathfield
quotes Senge about “organizations where people
continually expand their capacity to create the results they
truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking
are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free, and
where people are continually learning how to learn
together.”

Heathfield suggests that project leaders “can promote a
learning organization environment in your
organization[s]” through the five disciplines
conceptualized by Senge listed below:

• Systems Thinking
• Personal Mastery
• Mental Models
• Building Shared Vision
• Team Learning
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“You should always learn, with life comes wisdom and
with wisdom comes the courage to live your life selflessly.
The more you learn about yourself and the experiences
surrounding your life the more opportunities you have to
make your life better and more fulfilling,” writes Amy
Candy.
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